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COMPREHENSIVE HELICOPTER ANALYSES
A State of the Art Review
_'_ Wayne Johnson
i
i
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S_RMARY
An assessment of the status of helicopter theory and analysis is
presented. The technology level embodied in available design tools
(computer programs) is examined, considering the problem areas of performance,
loads and vibration, handling qualities and simulation, and aeroelastie
stability. The effectiveness of the present analyses is discussed. The
characteristics of the technology in the analyses are reviewed, including
the aerodynamics technology, induced velocity and wake geometry, dynamics
technology, and machine l_mltatlons.
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A._;an aid tc beth the selection of individual research topics and
the formation of policy for research organizations, it is useful to
:j'_ periodically assess the status of the technology concerned. The ,_evelopment
of helicopter theory and analysis is at a stage where such an assessment is
appropriate l the first generation computer programs for helicopter analysis
have reached maturity, the U.S. Army is about to embark on a project to
develop a second generation analysis system, the latest .generation of
i' American civil and military helicopters are beyond the design stage an_ __
D
going into production, an.]NASA is planning a major expanslon-xtf_its research
concerning helicopters.
TECHNOIPGY IN PRESENT DESIGN T(CLS
Let us examine the technology level embodied in the design tools
(meaning primarily computer programs for helicopter analysis) presently
available to industry and government englneers. Such tools are the ultimate
objective of helicon%st analysis research and "ievelopment project._. The
programs will be assessed in terms of the most highly developed methods
which can be found in present %ools_ besides allowing a comparison of the {
various programs available, this approach also serves to define the bgt_n_ary
between the technology which has reached the desio=n process and that which
is still in the research stage. This approach also naturally leads to a !
det'inition of the key technical areas requiring further research and i
development. The assessment presented here is based on references 1%o 17.*
Tables I to 4 outline the technology level in presently available
computer programs for helicopter analysis. Four problem areas are considered:
performance, loads and vibration, handling qltalities _nd simulation, and
aercelantlc stabl]_ty. S*_eh a division is not comp]etely rigorous, but there
are differences between these problems which influence the technology
requlre,I to solve them. The performance and loads problems are generally
concerned wlth ste.%dy or quaslstea_!y operatlnv, cond_tlons of the helicopter;
while %he handling qnalltien and ae_'oelastlc shabillty l)roblemz qre
•The assessment is _*Iso based on private comJminlcatlcn._with I(11czynskl
(Sikorsky Aircraft), Lemnlos (Kaman Aerospace Corp.), and Walls (lh,e[u);V(,r!(_l
(.,.), 1978.
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concerned with transient or perturbed motions. The performance problem
is concerned with the overall characteristics of the aircraft, while the
loads and vibration problem is concerned with the detailed characteristics
ii..._. (this distinction is less valid for the solution techniques however, since
• a detailed model is required for a very accurate performance estimate), The
handling qualities and simulation problem is concerned with the low frequency,
rigid body helicopter ,aotlonj while the aeroelastic stability problem is
concerned with the higher frequency, rotor motion (although in many situatio_
, the frequency separation is not large, and the two problems can be attacked
i' "o
with a single analysis). Tables i to 4 indicate, for a number of maj r computer
programs, whether certain key capabilities are present or not.
OBSERVATIONS AND GENERALIZATIONS
How Good is the Present Technology?
Using the best helicopter analyses currently available, good correlation
between the measure_ and predicts _ behavior is foun4 for the general, overall
quantities. The prediction of the detailed, specific quantities is often
quite poor however. Predictions of quantities such as rotor performance or
the mean and alternating loads are generally reliable provided a theoretical
model appropriate to the problem is used, although this capability has been
achieved only with considerable use of empirical models (for dynamic stall,
three-dimensional flow effects, aerodyr_mic interference, and so on). However,
such use of empiricism and approximations often leads to inaccurate prediction
of detailed characteristics. A manufacturer's analyses tend to be most
accurate when applied to aircraft of the type with which they are most familiar.
Regretably, it is also true that analyses with lower technology than required
for accurate predictions for a particular problem are used in many situations.
The structural and inertial characteristics, and the aerodynamic environment
of the rotary wing are very complex, and evidently considerable f_rther
development of the theoretical models is required before consistently reliable
prediction of the aeroelastie behavior is rossible.
-3-
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The Technolo_,y Level is Not Uniform
It is evident from Tables 1 to 4 that the available technology is
not uniformly utilized in current design tools, neither within a I_%rticular
problem area nor within a particular organi?_%tion. Re things we know how
to do now, accurately and efficiently, are not always done.
Helicopter analysis development, particularly in industry, has usually
been driven by a need to solve a specific problem, with limited time and
resources available. The result is the present patchwork of computer programs.
_e-government's approach to sponsored analysis development has also been a
factor, q"ne tendency has been %0 concentrate on extending existing programs,
without recognizing that occasionally a completely new start is needed_ and
the emphasis in contracted work is on delivering a pro_r[_m, to the detrimen_
of re-thinking approaches and thoroughly checking out the analyses. The
_: coordination and long term commitment needed to _leve]op a system of programs
which consistently utilize the most advanced technology available has been lacking,
Furthermore, correlation and verification of a program are usually
performe_! principally for the specific problem of immediate Interest, and in
contracted work often for only a few test cases. As a result, the present Oesign
tools incorporate a great deal of untested napability. Is particular, the claims
of applicability to all helicopter configurat_ons or all rotor types (tables
I to 4) have not been demonstrated in many cases. Experience h_s shows that an
engineer wishing to use some one else's program, generally for a problem not
quite the same as checked by the author, can count on spending considerable time
In debugging and verification (although this is frustrating, i% @cos lead to
great familiarity with the program capabilities and limitations).
It must be polnted out that tables i to 4 only isJicato what technical
approaches are used in the various programs. Nothing is sa_ about the level of
sophistication of the models beist: usud, which varie_ considerably. Another
f_ctor to consider is the ease with _dllch a progran can be use(I. Whether the
programs involved in a calculation are completely an_ au[onatically ccupleJ i'.;one
aspect, which is addressed in the t_hles| the convenience an,]ai.prr_priateness of
the inp_,tand output are other im|x)rtant aspects,.
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Aerodyna.m._.CsTechnology
Helicopter aerodyn_mle theories are eharacteri__e4 by a heavy reliance
on empirical techniques. Lifting line theory with two-dimenslonal airfoil
data (as a function of angle-of-attack and Maeh number) is almost universally
used for the rotor blade aerodynamic loads. The better analyses incorporate%
approximate or semt-empirlcal corrections for the effects of dynamic stall, yawed
flow, three-dlmenslonal and compressible flow at the tip, and vortex/blade
interactions. Empirical techniques are u_ed either because existing aerodynamic
theories are not able to handle the complex viscous and compressible flow of
% the rotor blade; or because a rigorous application of the theory leads to an
impractical numerical problem.
Aerodynamic interference between the rotor and airframe is presently
handled also by empirical or approximate techniques. Incorporation of an
eximtingfinite-element aerodynamic model of the airframe in the helicopter
analysis is feasible (but it will be exi_nslve). However_ the flow field
induced by the rotor at the airframe is very complex. Further development of
i_ the panelling methods to handle complex unsteady, separated flows will
probably be needed before calculation of the airframe loads is accurate enough
o justify the additional computation. Calculation of the airframe induced
flow field at the rotor should be more successful,
Induced Velocity and Free Wake Geometry
Helicopter rotor nonuniform induced velocity calculations are well
developed now, and may he routinely used for performance and loads problems.
i Uniform induced velocity is still used however, and can lead to significant
errors which are avoidable with present technology, Note also that thereare many differences in the wake models being used, so some of the nonunlform
inflow calculations must also be used with caution,
il A number of the programs can accept an input nonuniform inflow_Istrlbutlon. Such a eal_billty is not very useful however since the induced
velocity calculation must be coupled with the blade motion solution for
reliable accuracy.
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An inflow dynamics _,_o_lelis often needed in handling qualities ana
aeroelastlc stability problems for acctLrate results. The rotor transient
loads can produce significant induced velocity changes, but a nonuniform
inflow calculation is not practical for a transient analysis. Approximate
models for the inflow dynamics are available however, involving variations
of the mean and linear induced velocity components with the rotor velocity
and net hub reactions.
Free wake geometry calculations are fairly well developed, although
not entirely verified, partly due to the scarcity of wake geometry data.
Aspects such as tip vortex roll-up and detailed geometry near a blade need
further work. Generally however, the rotary wing aet_dynamlc theory is
not well enoJ/gh developed to reasonably use an accurate wake geometr, no@el.
The free wake geometry tends to be much closer to the rotor disk tha. the
rigid wahe geometry; consequeDtly the wake induced loa_Isare increase@.
It is found however that the loads are over--predlcte_ if viscous and
three-dimension_] flow effects are neglected. A combination of approximate
lifting surface theory corrections and. semi-emplrlcal corrections for viscous
flow effects is required for realistic use of the free wake geometry, Often
it is more appropriate to use a rigid wake geometry and assume compensating
errors,
Probably the most important advance in wake geometry information
recently has been the development of empirical geometry models for hovering
rotors from measured small-scale data. When properly tuned with the aerodynamic
theory used, such prescribed wake geometries significantly improve the prediction
of hover perforl,lan;'eand loads. Development of a similar model for forward
flight has not been attempted because of the additional parameters involve4
(forward speed and blade azimuth),
-6-
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Dynamics Technolo(_y
Helicopter dynamics theories are characterized by the requirement to
treat many different rotor and helicopter configurations. Usually a new
configuration requires the development of a new set of equations of motlonl
the hlngeless rotor in particular has been the subject of numerous investigations
recently. A new problem or new configuration often will require consideration
of additional degrees of freedom in the rotor or in the airframe. As a result,
the existing design tools incorporate a very wide range of dynamics models
(meaning equations of motion, including inertial and struct,_al forces and
external aerodynamics loads); it is doubtful if any two programs use exactly
the same model. Such a situation naturally leads to questions (or arguments)
over which model is correct. Since all of the models are approximations, this
question can only be answered by comparing to the real world (experimental data),
subject to a precise definition of the system it is intended to model.
Many helicopters and rotors being investigated now require complex, nonlinear
i_ dynamics models, which greatly complicates the tasks of developing and verifying
the theories. Often the development of dynamics models have follow_d rather than
preceded the problems. The theories are used first to define and find cures
for difficulties rather than to predict them. The models are then used for
prediction until a configuration is encountered which introduces new problems
outside the current model. An attempt to anticipate all dynamics problems in
the model development is admirable, but inevitably impossible. What is also
required therefore is the flexibility to rapidly adapt or extend the models
to cover new problems.
-7-
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Machine Limitations
A general rule is that for a computer program to be useful at the
_esign slags, or in any applleatlen other than its own development, it shoul_
,- have a running time less than 10 or 15 minutes. As computers have improve,l,
_T
helicopter analynes have always encountered this limit, }Tesently nonuniform
in_:lowfor steady state flight pre_ents no computation time problem. A free
wake geometry computation is practical only if a great deal of effort is
put into developing economical solution procedures; a stralght-forward
integration of the wake induced velocity until convergence is achieved isl
2 unacceptable. Time domain integration of the nonlinear, rotor and airframe
transient response (for s,zchproblems as stability and control characteristics,
maneuver loads, or aeroelastic stability) is marginall_ feasible; including
nonuniform inflow in such an analysis is beyond present capability. Computation
time limitations generally preclude the use of lifting surface theory for
rotary wings, except for the hover condition or for model problems to be used
in the complete solution. Applications of panelling techniques to calculations
of theairframe aerodynamics will als_ encounter computation time difficulties,
since even the hover problem is unsteady.
Helicopter real-tlme simulations are particularly limited by hardware
capabilities rather than by the status of theory develol_nent. An evaluation
of the net rotor forces and momenta (or stability derivatives) in all
i operating conditions requires a detailed consideration of-the rotor blade
forces and motion. The direct approach involves time domain integration of
both the airframe and rotor motions. With this approach present cycle time
limitations require the use of a very simple rotor model. This approach is
not entirely appropriate ho_evert the limitation arises from the high
frequency dynamics, but it is the low frequency dynamicz which are of interest.
Work on numerical technlquss for prc.blem_w_th two t%me scales, on minimal
helicopter rotor no_elz appropriate to 19w £requency !ynamlc_, a:_don _pe.cial
purpose digital or hybrld,computert to solve the rotor equation_ will eventually
remove this hardware constraint from helicopter simulations.
I
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
A high level of technology is available for use in the design of
_... helicopters! many sophisticated analyses have been developed in industry
and government. It is also true however that the capability to analyze and
design helicopters would be greatly improved by a full, uniform appllcatlcn --
of the existing technology. The heavy reliance in present analyses on
approximate and semi-empirical methods means.that there is also much to
be gained by pursuing investigations of the fundamental problems in
helicopter ae_odynamlca, dynamics, and structures, as well as _he development
of practical, economical procedures for applying the solutions to
comprehensive analyses.
-9-
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Table I. Technology level in helicopter performance analyse_.
:,.-" Computer Programs
9 AI A2 BI B2 C1 C2 Di CI G2 G3 Hi
All helicopter configurations
All ro_or types
, Helicopter trimmed
1 Elastic airframe motion
Oomplete blade motion
Inflow dynamics
Dynamic stall
Nonuniform inflow
Free wake geometry
Aerodynamic interference
Programs completely coupied
Key To The Tables
f_ture not available
some level of capab_lity present
(a) shaft or pylon elastic motion only
(b) needs blade mode shapes
(c) partial trim
(d) available from separate program
(e) not quite
-12-
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'J_a._bhL:'., '['eehnologylevel in helicopter vibration and loa(h_ analy,_cn.
Computer }'ro_i'am,'_
AI BI 01 DI _, FI GI C,4 HI
All helicopter eonf_guratlon,,_
AIi rotor types _ I
I
Hel Icopter trlmmed c
E]ast.lc "'alrf Iame motlon
(;oml)]cteblm_e motlon
] nl'l.ow dynamics
Dyr_tmic sixtl]
NOnlI11_['oI"ilI_nflow
Free w_ike geometry
Aerody_tmlc interference
Programs completely coupled
(Bee 'l_ble 1 for key)
-t3-
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Table I" Technology level in helicopter handling qualities analyses.
t,.-' Computer Programs
AI c3 DI D2 E G5 H?
r
, All hel_copter configurations
All-rotor types
Helicopter trimmed
Elastic airframe motion
Complete blade motion
Inflow dynamlcs_ .-+
Dynamic stall
Nonuniform inflow
Free wake geometry
Aerodynamic interference
Programs completely coupled
(see Table _ for key)
-14-
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Table _. Technology level _n helicopter aeroelastlc stability a_%lyr,cs.
Computer Programs
B3 D1 E F2 G6 G7 H2
All helicopter confi_;ur:_tlons
All rotor types
Helicopter trimmc_
_!astlc airfr_ne motion
Complete blac]e motion
Infio_ 4ynamics
Dynamic stall
Nonuniform inflo:4
Free wake geometry
Aerodynamic interference
Programs completely couple,1
(see Table I for key)
-iS-
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